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Learning Robotics using Python: Design, simulate, program, and prototype an autonomous mobile robot using ROS, OpenCV, PCL, and Python, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Design, simulate, and program interactive robots 

	
		Key Features

		
			Design, simulate, build, and program an interactive autonomous mobile robot
	
			Leverage the power of ROS, Gazebo, and Python to enhance your robotic skills
	
			A hands-on guide to creating an...
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Mastering Machine Learning for Penetration Testing: Develop an extensive skill set to break self-learning systems using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Become a master at penetration testing using machine learning with Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Identify ambiguities and breach intelligent security systems
	
			Perform unique cyber attacks to breach robust systems
	
			Learn to leverage machine learning algorithms

...
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Mastering SVG: Ace web animations, visualizations, and vector graphics with HTML, CSS, and JavaScriptPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Take the plunge and develop cross-browser-compatible and responsive web designs with SVG

	
		Key Features

		
			Master the art of custom animations and visualizations with SVG, CSS, and JavaScript
	
			Combine SVG with third-party libraries and frameworks such as React, JQuery, D3, and...
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Hands-On Microservices with Rust: Build, test, and deploy scalable and reactive microservices with Rust 2018Packt Publishing, 2019

	
		A comprehensive guide in developing and deploying high performance microservices with Rust

	
		Key Features

		
			Start your microservices journey and get a broader perspective on microservices development using RUST 2018,
	
			Build, deploy, and test microservices using AWS
	...
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Concurrent Patterns and Best Practices: Build scalable apps with patterns in multithreading, synchronization, and functional programmingPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A definitive guide to mastering and implementing concurrency patterns in your applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Build scalable apps with patterns in multithreading, synchronization, and functional programming
	
			Explore the parallel programming and multithreading techniques to make...
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Penetration Testing with Shellcode: Detect, exploit, and secure network-level and operating system vulnerabilitiesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master Shellcode to leverage the buffer overflow concept

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand how systems can be bypassed both at the operating system and network level with shellcode, assembly, and Metasploit
	
			Learn to write and modify 64-bit shellcode along with kernel-level shellcode...
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Hands-On Bitcoin Programming with Python: Build powerful online payment centric applications with PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Simplified Python programming for Bitcoin and blockchain

	
		Key Features

		
			Build Bitcoin applications in Python with the help of simple examples
	
			Mine Bitcoins, program Bitcoin-enabled APIs and transaction graphs, and build trading bots
	
			Analyze Bitcoin...
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Mastering Linux Security and Hardening: Secure your Linux server and protect it from intruders, malware attacks, and other external threatsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide to mastering the art of preventing your Linux system from getting compromised.

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage this guide to confidently deliver a system that reduces the risk of being hacked
	
			Perform a number of advanced Linux security techniques such as...
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Java 11 and 12 – New Features: Learn about Project Amber and the latest developments in the Java language and platformPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Enhance your development skills with Java's state-of-the-art features and projects to make your applications leaner and faster

	
		Key Features

		
			Overcome the challenges involved in migrating to new versions of Java
	
			Discover how Oracle has bridged the gap between Java and...
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Vue.js 2 Design Patterns and Best Practices: Build enterprise-ready, modular Vue.js applications with Vuex and NuxtPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Become an expert Vue developer by understanding the design patterns and component architecture of Vue.js to write clean and maintainable code.

	
		Key Features

		
			Craft highly modular applications by exploring the design patterns and component architecture of Vue.js
	
			Enforce a...
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Machine Learning Algorithms: Popular algorithms for data science and machine learning, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		An easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide for getting to grips with the real-world application of machine learning algorithms

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore statistics and complex mathematics for data-intensive applications
	
			Discover new developments in EM algorithm, PCA, and bayesian...
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Hands-On Transfer Learning with Python: Implement advanced deep learning and neural network models using TensorFlow and KerasPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Deep learning simplified by taking supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning to the next level using the Python ecosystem

	
		Key Features

		
			Build deep learning models with transfer learning principles in Python
	
			implement transfer learning to solve real-world research...
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